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Disclaimer
Cautionary Notes
This presentation (“Presentation”) is for informational purposes only. This Presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any states or jurisdictions in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. This Presentation has
been prepared to assist interested parties in making their own evaluation with respect to a potential business combination between Packable Holdings, LLC (“Packable”) and Highland Transcend Partners I Corp. (“Highland”) and the related transactions (the “Proposed Business Combination”) and for no other purpose. These
materials are exclusively for the use of the party or the parties to whom they have been provided by representatives of Packable and Highland. By accepting these materials, the recipient acknowledges and agrees that he, she or it (a) will maintain the information and data contained herein in the strictest of confidence and
will not, under any circumstances whatsoever, reproduce these materials, in whole or in part, or disclose any of the contents hereof or the information and data contained herein to any other person without the prior written consent of Packable or Highland, (b) is not subject to any contractual or other obligation to disclose
these materials to any other person or entity, (c) will return these materials, and any other materials that the recipient may have received in the course of considering an investment in Highland and Packable and (d) will promptly notify Packable and Highland and their respective representatives of any unauthorized release,
disclosure or use of these materials or the information and data contained herein. Furthermore, all or a portion of the information contained in these materials may constitute material non-public information of Packable, Highland and their affiliates, and other parties that may be referred to in the context of those discussions.
By your acceptance of this Presentation, you acknowledge that applicable securities laws restrict a person from purchasing or selling securities of a person with tradeable securities from communicating such information to any other person under circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that such person is likely to
purchase or sell such securities.
Certain information included herein describes or assumes the expected terms that will be included in the agreements to be entered into by the parties to the Proposed Business Combination. Such agreements are under negotiation and subject to change. The consummation of the Proposed Business Combination is also
subject to other various risks and contingencies, including customary closing conditions. There can be no assurance that the Proposed Business Combination will be consummated with the terms described herein or otherwise. As such, the subject matter of these materials is evolving and is subject to further change by
Packable and Highland in their joint and absolute discretion.
Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any securities commission of any other U.S. or non-U.S. jurisdiction has approved or disapproved of the Proposed Business Combination presented herein, or determined that this Presentation is truthful or complete. No representations or warranties, express or implied,
are given in, or in respect of, this Presentation. To the fullest extent permitted by law in no circumstances will Highland, Packable or any of their respective subsidiaries, stockholders, affiliates, representatives, directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents be responsible or liable for a direct, indirect or consequential loss
or loss of profit arising from the use of this Presentation, its contents, its omissions, reliance on the information contained within it, or on opinions communicated in relation thereto or otherwise arising in connection therewith. Industry and market data used in this Presentation have been obtained from third-party industry
publications and sources as well as from research reports prepared for other purposes. Neither Highland nor Packable has independently verified the data obtained from these sources and cannot assure you of the data’s accuracy or completeness. This data is subject to change. In addition, this Presentation does not
purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that may be required to make a full analysis of Packable or the Proposed Business Combination. Viewers of this Presentation should each make their own evaluation of Packable and of the relevance and adequacy of the information and should make such other
investigations as they deem necessary. References in this Presentation to our “partners” or “partnerships” with technology companies, governmental entities, universities or others do not denote that our relationship with any such party is in a legal partnership form, but rather is a generic reference to our contractual
relationship with such party.
Forward Looking Statements
Certain statements included in this Presentation that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements for purposes of the safe harbor provisions under the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements generally are accompanied by words such as “believe,” “may,” “will,”
“estimate,” “continue,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “expect,” “should,” “would,” “plan,” “predict,” “potential,” “seem,” “seek,” “future,” “outlook,” and similar expressions that predict or indicate future events or trends or that are not statements of historical matters. These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to,
statements regarding estimates and forecasts of other financial and performance metrics and projections of market opportunity. These statements are based on various assumptions, whether or not identified in this Presentation, and on the current expectations of the respective management of Packable and Highland and
are not predictions of actual performance. These forward-looking statements are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to serve as, and must not be relied on by an investor as, a guarantee, an assurance, a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Actual events and circumstances are
difficult or impossible to predict and will differ from assumptions. Many actual events and circumstances are beyond the control of Packable and Highland. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including changes in domestic and foreign business, market, financial, political, and
legal conditions; the inability of the parties to successfully or timely consummate the Proposed Business Combination, including the risk that any regulatory approvals are not obtained, are delayed or are subject to unanticipated conditions that could adversely affect the combined company or the expected benefits of the
Proposed Business Combination or that the approval of the stockholders of Highland or Packable is not obtained; failure to realize the anticipated benefits of the Proposed Business Combination; risks relating to the uncertainty of the projected financial information with respect to Packable; risks related to the performance of
Packable’s business; the effects of competition on Packable’s business; the amount of redemption requests made by Highland’s stockholders; the ability of Highland or Packable to issue equity or obtain financing in connection with the Proposed Business Combination or in the future; and those factors discussed in
Highland’s final prospectus that forms a part of Highland’s Registration Statement on Form S-1 (Reg. No. 333-250125), filed with the SEC pursuant to Rule 424(b)(4) on December 4, 2020 (the “Prospectus”) under the heading “Risk Factors,” and other documents Highland has filed, or will file, with the SEC. If any of these
risks materialize or our assumptions prove incorrect, actual results could differ materially from the results implied by these forward-looking statements. There may be additional risks that neither Highland nor Packable presently know, or that Highland or Packable currently believe are immaterial, that could also cause actual
results to differ from those contained in the forward-looking statements. In addition, forward-looking statements reflect Highland’s and Packable’s expectations, plans, or forecasts of future events and views as of the date of this Presentation. Highland and Packable anticipate that subsequent events and developments will
cause Highland’s and Packable’s assessments to change. However, while Highland and Packable may elect to update these forward-looking statements at some point in the future, Highland and Packable specifically disclaim any obligation to do so. These forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as
representing Highland’s and Packable’s assessments of any date subsequent to the date of this Presentation. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed upon the forward-looking statements.
Use of Projections
This Presentation contains projected financial information with respect to Packable, including but not limited to Revenue, Gross Profit and Adjusted EBITDA. Such projected financial information constitutes forward-looking information, and is for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as being indicative of
future results. The assumptions and estimates underlying such projected financial information are inherently uncertain and are subject to a wide variety of significant business, economic, competitive, and other risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the prospective
financial information. See “Forward-Looking Statements” above. Actual results will differ, and may differ materially, from the results contemplated by the projected financial information contained in this Presentation, and the inclusion of such information in this Presentation should not be regarded as a representation by any
person that the results reflected in such projections will be achieved.
The risk factor titles presented in this Presentation are certain of the risks related to the business of Packable, Highland and the Proposed Business Combination, and such list is not exhaustive. The list in this Presentation is qualified in its entirety by disclosures contained in future documents filed or furnished by the
Packable and Highland with the SEC with respect to the Proposed Business Combination.
There are many risks that could affect the business and results of operations of Packable, many of which are beyond its control. If any of these risks or uncertainties occurs, Packable’s business, financial condition and/or operating results could be materially and adversely harmed. Additional risks and uncertainties not
currently known or those currently viewed to be immaterial may also materially and adversely affect Packable’s business, financial condition and/or operating results.
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Disclaimer
Use of Data
The data contained herein is derived from various internal and external sources. No representation is made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions made within or the accuracy or completeness of any projections or modeling or any other information contained herein. Any data on past performance or modeling
contained herein is not an indication as to future performance. Highland and Packable assume no obligation to update the information in this presentation.
Financial Information; Use of Non-GAAP Financial Metrics and Other Key Financial Metrics
Certain financial information and data contained in this Presentation is unaudited and does not conform to Regulation S-X. Accordingly, such information and data may not be included, may be adjusted or may be presented differently in any proxy statement, prospectus or registration statement or other report or document to
be filed or furnished by Highland with the SEC.
This Presentation includes certain non-GAAP financial measures (including on a forward-looking basis) such as Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA Margin and Contribution Margin. Packable defines Adjusted EBITDA as net income (loss), adjusted for interest expense, depreciation and amortization, share-based
compensation, income taxes, gain or loss on extinguishment of debt, gain or loss on change in fair value of debt and warrant liability, certain other non-cash items, as well as other items to be consistent with definitions used by our current and future lenders, including transaction costs.. Adjusted EBITDA Margin is Adjusted
EBITDA divided by total revenue. Contribution Margin is calculated as order value less direct products costs, fulfillment costs and commissions expenses. These non-GAAP measures are an addition, and not a substitute for or superior to measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP and should not
be considered as an alternative to net income, operating income or any other performance measures derived in accordance with GAAP. Reconciliations of non-GAAP measures to their most directly comparable GAAP counterparts, where available, are included in the Appendix to this Presentation. Such measures may differ
from similarly labeled measures in future filings made by Packable or Highland Transcend.
Packable believes that these non-GAAP measures of financial results (including on a forward-looking basis) provide useful supplemental information to investors about Packable. Packable’s management uses forward looking non-GAAP measures to evaluate Packable’s projected financial and operating performance.
Packable believes that the use of these non-GAAP financial measures provides an additional tool for investors to use in evaluating projected operating results and trends in and in comparing Packable’s financial measures with other similar companies, many of which present similar non-GAAP financial measures to investors.
However, there are a number of limitations related to the use of these non-GAAP measures and their nearest GAAP equivalents. For example, other companies may calculate non-GAAP measures differently, or may use other measures to calculate their financial performance, and therefore Packable’s non-GAAP measures
may not be directly comparable to similarly titled measures of other companies. Packable does not consider these non-GAAP measures in isolation or as an alternative to financial measures determined in accordance with GAAP. The principal limitation of these non-GAAP financial measures is that they exclude significant
expenses, income and tax liabilities that are required by GAAP to be recorded in Packable’s financial statements. In addition, they are subject to inherent limitations as they reflect the exercise of judgements by Packable about which expense and income are excluded or included in determining these non-GAAP financial
measures. In order to compensate for these limitations, Packable presents non-GAAP financial measures, where available, in connection with GAAP results.
Subject to Change Based on Board Approval
This Presentation has not yet been approved by the board of directors of Packable, and therefore remains subject to revision based on the board's review and input.
Important Information About the Proposed Business Combination and Where to Find It
In connection with the Proposed Business Combination, Highland has filed with the SEC a Registration Statement on Form S-4, containing a proxy statement/prospectus (the “Form S-4”) which has not yet become effective. After the registration statement is declared effective, Highland will mail a definitive proxy
statement/prospectus (the "Proxy Statement") to holders of Highland’s common stock in connection with Highland’s solicitation of proxies for the vote by Highland’s stockholders with respect to the Proposed Business Combination and other matters as described in the Form S-4. INVESTORS AND SECURITY HOLDERS
ARE URGED TO READ THE PROXY STATEMENT, ANY AMENDMENTS OR SUPPLEMENTS THERETO AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS FILED WITH THE SEC CAREFULLY AND IN THEIR ENTIRETY WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE BECAUSE THEY WILL CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT
HIGHLAND, PACKABLE AND THE PROPOSED BUSINESS COMBINATION. Investors and security holders may obtain free copies of the preliminary proxy statement/prospectus and the Proxy Statement (when available) and all other documents filed with the SEC by Highland through the website maintained by the SEC at
http://www.sec.gov, or by directing a request to Highland at 16 Fayerweather St, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.
INVESTMENT IN ANY SECURITIES DESCRIBED HEREIN HAS NOT BEEN APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE SEC OR ANY OTHER REGULATORY AUTHORITY NOR HAS ANY AUTHORITY PASSED UPON OR ENDORSED THE MERITS OF THE OFFERING OR THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN. ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.
Participants in the Solicitation
Highland and Packable and their respective directors, certain of their respective executive officers and other members of management and employees may be considered participants in the solicitation of proxies with respect to the Proposed Business Combination. Information about the directors and executive officers of
Highland is set forth in its final prospectus dated December 2, 2020. Additional information regarding the participants in the proxy solicitation and a description of their direct and indirect interests, by security holdings or otherwise, will be in the proxy statement/prospectus included in the Form S-4 and other relevant materials
to be filed with the SEC regarding the Proposed Business Combination when they become available. Stockholders, potential investors and other interested persons should read the proxy statement/prospectus included in the Form S-4 carefully when it becomes available before making any voting or investment decisions.
You may obtain free copies of these documents as indicated above.
No Offer or Solicitation
This Presentation relates to the potential financing of a portion of the Proposed Business Combination through a private placement of common stock of Highland to be issued in connection with the Proposed Business Combination. This Presentation shall not constitute a “solicitation” as defined in Section 14 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any securities, investment or other specific product, or a solicitation of any vote or approval, nor shall there be any sale of securities, investment or other specific product in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be
unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. Any offering of securities will not be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and will be offered as a private placement to a limited number of either (a) “qualified institutional buyers” (as defined
in Rule 144A under the Securities Act) or (b) institutional “accredited investors” as defined in Rule 501(a)(1), (2), (3) or (7) under the Act. Accordingly, the Securities must continue to be held unless a subsequent disposition is exempt from the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Investors should consult with their
counsel as to the applicable requirements for a purchaser to avail itself of any exemption under the Securities Act. The transfer of the Securities may also be subject to conditions set forth in an agreement under which they are to be issued. Investors should be aware that they might be required to bear the final risk of their
investment for an indefinite period of time. Neither Packable nor Highland is making an offer of the Securities in any state where the offer is not permitted.
Trademarks and Trade Names
Packable and Highland and their respective affiliates own or have rights to various trademarks, service marks and trade names that they use in connection with the operation of their respective businesses. This Presentation also contains trademarks, service marks and trade names of third parties, which are the property of
their respective owners. The use or display of third parties’ trademarks, service marks, trade names or products in this Presentation is not intended in, and does not imply, a relationship with Packable, Highland or any of their affiliates, or an endorsement or sponsorship by or of Packable, Highland or such affiliates. Solely
for convenience, the trademarks, service marks and trade names referred to in this Presentation may appear without the ®, TM or SM symbols, but such references are not intended to indicate, in any way, that Packable, Highland, their affiliates or any third parties whose trademarks are referenced herein will not assert, to
the fullest extent under applicable law, their rights or the right of the applicable licensor in these trademarks, service marks and trade names.
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Speakers Today
Andrew Vagenas
Co-Founder & CEO

Ash Mehra
Chief Information Officer

Chris Pfeiffer
Chief Operating Officer

Andreas Schulmeyer
Chief Financial Officer

Dan Bennett
Chief Marketing Officer

Leanna Bautista
Chief People Officer
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Maria Harris
Chief Legal Officer

Adam Rodgers
Chief Growth Officer

Ian Friedman
CEO, Highland Transcend
Partners

Analyst Day Agenda
Business Day – November 16, 2021
Time

Topic

Speaker

8:00am

Arrive at Facility

8:30am – 10:00am

Facility Walkthrough

10:00am – 11:00am

Drive to Packable Office

11:00am – 11:10am

Sponsor’s Introduction

Ian Friedman

11:10am – 11:20am

Company Overview

Andrew Vagenas

11:20am – 11:40am

Market Overview, Our Platform & Execution Strategy

Andrew Vagenas

11:40am – 12:05pm

Brand Overview, Strategy & Case Studies

Adam Rodgers

12:05pm – 12:25pm

Product and Supply Chain

Chris Pfeiffer

12:25pm – 12:40pm

Q&A

12:40pm – 12:55pm

Break

12:55pm – 1:15pm

Information Technology & Data Solutions

Ash Mehra

1:15pm – 1:30pm

Growth Opportunities

Andrew Vagenas / Daniel Bennett

1:30pm – 1:50pm

People and Culture

Leanna Bautista

1:50pm – 2:00pm

Legal & Regulatory

Maria Harris / Ian Cohen

2:00pm – 2:30pm

Q&A / Wrap-Up and Next Steps

Andrew Vagenas / Chris Pfeiffer

Model Day – November 17, 2021
Time

Topic

Speaker

10:00am – 12:00pm

Financial Model Deep Dive

Andreas Schulmeyer

12:00pm – 1:00pm

Q&A
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Our Thesis on Packable
Leading Multi-Marketplace eCommerce Enablement Platform

Solving Real Pain Points for Brands to Navigate Complex but Massive Marketplace Opportunity

Sticky Blue Chip Brand Relationships

Growing Influence and Ownership of Digitally Native Brands

Packable has Created a Strong and Defensible Set of Competitive Advantages
Multiple Vectors for Revenue Growth and Shareholder Value Creation, as well as Huge Upside in
Introducing Additional Data and Technology Services
Confidence in Exceptional, Founder-Led, Proven Management Team
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Largest 3rd Party Seller
on Amazon1

~$450mm 2021E Revenue

Massive Data Set:
75mm+ Transactions2

147% 202A Net Revenue
Retention
(Zero Enterprise Logo
Churn)

Bootstrapped Over the
First 8 Years

Strong competitive metrics
Source: Webretailer, Company financials
1Amazon sourced from Webretailer for Pharmapacks (seller of record), measured by number of reviews; 2As of November 1, 2021
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Packable Overview

Andrew Vagenas

Chief Executive Officer

8

New Branding Preview

Blur text on far left
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Packable Snapshot

#1

3rd party (3P) seller on Amazon in
North America1

147%

100%

2020A net revenue retention

Large CPG brand logo retention

300+

75mm+

8

partner brands

consumer transactions

marketplaces

2mm+

458K
sq. ft. 20+
of warehouse

36% / 43%

reviews across
marketplaces

space & expanding
brand equity stakes

~$380M
2020A sales

Note: All metrics as of 7/1/2021 unless otherwise stated
1 Amazon sourced from Webretailer for Pharmapacks (seller of record), measured by number of reviews
2 Rule of 40 calculation based on revenue growth % + Adj. EBITDA margin %
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Rule of 402: 2020A / 2022E

Our Story
Packable is a leading data-driven platform providing Large CPGs, Digitally Native Brands, and distributors with the connections,
insights, and services needed to enable online marketplace sales
Achieved $160mm run rate
revenue before raising
institutional capital

Partnership
established

Revenue
($mm)

Brick-andmortar pharmacy

First
online sale

$450

Logistics division
formed &
powered by
technology-driven
proprietary
platform

Custom
automation built
for warehouse
facility

Series A

1st Investment
in Digitally
Native Brands

Sellerfulfilled
Prime Badge

Partnership
established

Partnership
established

Reached 1mm
customer
reviews

consumers
transactions

31mm

Partnerships
established

45mm

consumer
transactions

SPAC

Series B
2020

Announcement

Partnership
established

Partnership
established

64mm

consumer
transactions

75mm+

consumer
transactions

$350
$250
$150
$100
$0

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2016

2015

Note: Consumers shown on a cumulative basis
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2017

2018

2019

2020

2021E

Packable Operates in the 1P and 3P eCommerce Ecosystem
Defining 1P vs 3P
First-Party Relationship (1P)

Packable’s Benefits to…

 In 1P, brands sell directly to the online platform which
then sells to consumers:

Brand = Wholesale Supplier
Online Platform = Seller of Record

 Expands assortment of products on the

 Enables access to multiple online

 Helps ensure the integrity of the

 Delivers fulfillment capabilities

marketplace

marketplace by adding high quality
products

 Provides access to Packable’s brand
partners

Third-Party Relationship (3P)

 Solidifies the perception of the

 In 3P, the brands sell directly to consumers through the
online platform:

Packable = Seller of

Record1

Online Platform = Channel to sell to Consumers

1Pharmapacks

Brands

Online Marketplaces

marketplace through excellent customer
service and customer management

 Increases media and marketing spend
 Provides opportunities for marketplaces
to sell additional services

is the name of the seller and shipper of record across all marketplaces.
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marketplaces

 Provides better control of selling activities
 Helps grow brand equity and awareness
through marketing capabilities

 Creates test and learn opportunities that
improve product offerings

Brands Have Traditionally Struggled to Navigate the Online Marketplace
Challenges for Brands
Pricing and Inventory Forecasting
Brands often lack the data and insights to maximize revenue and optimize pricing and inventory, especially across multiple marketplaces

Emerging Marketplaces
Complex requirements navigating the tech, infrastructure and integrations of multiple marketplaces

Fulfillment and Logistics
eCommerce demands direct-to-consumer fulfillment and logistics capabilities, which most brands do not have

Customer Experience
Brands are generally not equipped to manage and curate the customer experience throughout marketplaces

Marketing
Individual brands generally lack the sophistication to manage budgets and campaigns across multiple channels in a unified manner
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Packable Manages Across the Entire eCommerce Ecosystem
Consumer

Brands

Marketplaces

Exclusive1 Marketplace Strategy
Never Lost a Large CPG Brand

1Exclusivity

limited to 3P strategy within Packable product portfolio and certain marketplaces
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Why Marketplaces See Packable as a Valuable Partner

Enhance Marketplace Selection

Ease of Partnership

Partnership Synergies

Helps bring an assortment of new products to the
marketplace while solidifying the perception of
the “everything store”

Supporting scaled players like Packable ensures the
integrity of the marketplace through sales of high
quality products and reducing risk of fake products
from ”bad actors”

Packable helps marketplaces promote products
on their platform while complying with structure
qualifications which have helped boost
marketplaces’ 3P seller share

Services Add-ons and Upsells

Marketing and Media

Great Customer Experience

Allows marketplaces to push additional services
to sellers

Drives increased media and marketing
spend through marketplace channels

Reliable customer service through Packable
channel, promotes marketplaces’ positive
customer experience
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PACKABLE IQ Powers, and is Powered by our Technology
PACKABLE IQ

Our proprietary eCommerce
platform

COMMERCE
ENGINE
Platform that drives
our multi-channel
eCommerce ecosystem

DATA
ENGINE
Proprietary data fuels
everything we do
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MARKETING
ENGINE
Algorithmic media &
marketing fueled by
proprietary data and
tech

Market Overview

Andrew Vagenas

Chief Executive Officer
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The Marketplace Transformation
3rd Party Marketplaces are now 60% of US eCommerce by GMV

~$1tr

$165bn

2010

and many
more…
eCommerce Sales

Source: eMarketer and Edge by Ascential
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2022

Brand Choice Proliferation
Without Packable

Wholesale

With Packable

Wholesale

1P

eCommerce
Platform

Distributor

1P

eCommerce
Platform

Distributor

3P

Direct-toConsumer

Direct-toConsumer
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3P

Packable Benefits from Brand and Marketplace Tailwinds

As Marketplaces Continue To Proliferate, A 3P eCommerce Strategy Is
Mission Critical For Brands’ Success

While Historically Underpenetrated Within eCommerce, Consumer
Products Are Expected To Continue To See Increased Online
Penetration

Digitally Native Brands Are Taking Share From Large CPGs
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There Has Been a Mass Proliferation of eCommerce Marketplaces
Explosion of 3P Marketplaces1

Total U.S. eCommerce Sales ($tr)
$2.0

2010

$1.8
$1.6

$1.65

$1.4

$1.45

$1.2

$1.26
$1.09

$1.0
$0.93

2021

$0.8

…and so many
more!

$0.6

$0.79
$0.60

$0.4
$0.2
$0.0

Source: eMarketer,”US Ecommerce Forecast 2021,” May 2021
1Includes only U.S. Marketplace Retailers
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2019

2020

2021E

2022E

2023E

2024E

2025E

A 3P Strategy is Increasingly Critical for Brands’ eCommerce Growth
A 3P Approach Overcomes Strategic and Operational Challenges Common Among Large CPG
Companies and Digitally Native Brands
3P Sales as % of Amazon Physical Gross Merchandise Sales

Brands Will Continue to Rely on a 3P Strategy


Large CPGs are typically not equipped to sell direct, but are also
limited by a 1P only model—which can represent loss of control
over inventory, marketing, and a limited assortment

90%

3P sales are expected to grow ~2x faster
than 1P sales globally from 2019 - 2024

80%
70%



Digitally Native Brands generally lack the scale, resources, and
infrastructure necessary to manage large-marketplace 1P
partnerships effectively and efficiently

60%
50%
40%





Packable’s value-added services can drive both volume and
accretive margin on marketplaces through dynamic pricing, listing
optimization, bundling, and data driven marketing

30%
20%
10%

Packable works across marketplaces to offer a multiplier effect to
Large CPGs and Digitally Native Brands

0%

Source: Amazon Quarterly Results and Edge by Ascential
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1999

2002

2005

2008

2011

2014

2017

2020

While Historically Underpenetrated in eCommerce, Consumer
Products Are Expected to See Increased Growth
eCommerce Revenue as a Percent of Total Retail Revenue in the U.S. as of May 2021, by Product Category
Packable categories
Other categories

Transition to 3P partnerships alleviates the historical
barriers F&B and HPCB segments have had in
penetrating eCommerce

61%

 Companies face the high cost of absorbing shipping costs

on smaller, low-price items (e.g. value-to-weight ratio of a
single stick of deodorant)

48%

 Large consumer product brands are optimized to ship

truckloads and pallets and generally do not have expertise
in shipping individual orders to consumers

37%

39%

41%

 Not prepared for rapid acceleration of consumers away

from traditional drug / grocery channel

29%

14%

4%

4%

Auto & parts

Food & beverage

Health, personal care &
beauty

Furniture & home
furnishings

Apparel & accessories

Source: eMarketer
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Office equipment and
supplies

Toys & hobbies

Computer & consumer
electronics

Books, music & video

Digitally Native Brands Love Packable

Digitally Native Brands Are Growing 3.1x Faster than Large CPG Brands in Health, Beauty & Personal Care

Total CPG

Health, Beauty & Personal Care

LTM ending October 2018 to 2021 CAGR

LTM ending October 2018 to 2021 CAGR
3.1x higher
growth rate

2.7x higher
growth rate

5.4%

2.0%

Leading Brands

4.1%

 The path to product purchase
for consumers is shifting to
digital channels such as social
media

Conscious Consumerism
Shifting Criteria for Product
Choice

1.3%

SMB Brands

The Consumer Discovery
Journey is Changing

Leading Brands

SMB Brands

Source: Nielsen
Note: Leading Brands are defined as the top 3 brands in each category by sales as of twelve months ending 10/13/18 in each category. Small to medium brands are defined as all remaining brands aside from Private Label.
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 Consumers are more focused
on products that are good for
themselves and for the world

Packable Platform

Andrew Vagenas

Chief Executive Officer
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Packable Manages Across the Entire eCommerce Ecosystem
Brands
Large CPG

Digitally Native

Distributors

 Large CPG companies, Digitally
Native Brands, and distributors
partner with Packable
 Partners integrate product
catalogs with Packable’s
platform

 Packable purchases inventory
from brands and distributors,
often with access to clients’ full
catalog

 Packable lists, manages
product pages, and sets up
marketing campaigns on
marketplaces (Packable as
the seller)
 Packable retains control over
listing price, shipping/
shipping speed, and bundling

 Packable picks, packs, and
fulfills orders from its own
warehouses

 Full-service customer
experience team focused
on providing end-to-end
support

 Shipped by Partners (UPS,
USPS, Fulfillment by
Amazon)

 Packable monitors and
responds to customer
requests, feedback, and
reviews in real-time

Packable optimizes online marketplace performance on behalf of its clients, driving eCommerce sales while also
relieving brands and distributors of the burdens of fulfillment and customer management
26

Packable Creates Immense Value for its Brand Partners
1

Pricing & Inventory
 Data-driven pricing algorithms
 Data-driven inventory forecasting

6

2

2

 Data-driven listing creation

1

 Optimize descriptions to drive increased traffic
and better conversation rates

3

4

SEO Optimization

Optimized Bundling
 Optimized pack size creation
 Data-driven multi-SKU bundling
 Increase AOV and profitability

4
5

Proven Customer Engagement
 Tested review profile
 Strong customer engagement
 Review aggregation

3

5

End-to-end Ownership
 Seller of record
 Shipper of record – complete logistics
capabilities
 Allows for larger assortment and greater control
 Seller Fulfilled Prime badge
 Capture transaction data

6

Creative and Advertising Strategy
 Aesthetic, compelling imagery
 Full media and marketing design
 Enhanced content and storefront design

Note: Pharmapacks is the seller and shipper of record
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Packable Creates Immense Value for its Brand Partners
1

Pricing & Inventory
 Data-driven pricing algorithms
 Data-driven inventory forecasting

2

SEO Optimization
 Data-driven listing creation

6

2

 Curated descriptions to drive increased traffic
and better conversation rates

3

4

3

1

Optimized Bundling
 Optimized pack size creation
 Data-driven multi-SKU bundling
 Increase AOV

4

Proven Customer Engagement
 Tested review profile
 Strong customer engagement
 Review aggregation

5

End-to-end Ownership
 Seller of record

5

 Shipper of record – complete logistics
capabilities
 Allows for larger assortment and greater control

6

Creative and advertising strategy
 Aesthetic, compelling imagery
 Full media and marketing design
 Enhanced content and storefront design

Note: Pharmapacks is the seller and shipper of record
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Marketplace Enablement Across the Commerce Engine
Tech-enabled
Inventory Planning
and Data Analytics
 Leverage proprietary

technology to collect
extensive unit- and
transaction-level data

 Enable comprehensive

inventory planning and
analysis

 Analyze trends in sales

and search demand

Increased visibility for
operational & strategic
planning
1 Last
2 Last

Marketing

Marketplace
Management

 Execute tailor-made

 Maintain and update

 Enhance SEO strategy

 Manage assortment and

campaigns across channels

 Data-driven customized

audience creation

 Drive traffic and sales

growth through sponsored
products, social media,
and email marketing

Improved sales
volumes and higher
buy-box win rates

product catalog

sales across multiple
marketplaces

 Optimize pricing by

product and channel

 Develop promotional

strategies to drive
incremental sales

Enhanced
representation
monitored by
marketplace experts

12-months as of July 15th, 2021
12-months as of June 30th, 2021
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Logistics &
Distribution

 Offer end-to-end fulfillment

capabilities through our own
warehouses and FBA,
including ability to break down
pallets, bundle, pick/pack and
get FBA ready

 Provide 1-2 day shipping

across the continental U.S.
and Canada

Customer
Experience
Support
 Exceed delivery quality

expectations, with 97%
on-time1 and <1%
return/damage order rates2

 Ensure highly active and

comprehensive responses
to customer reviews
through third-party services
(FeedbackFive)

 Deliver access to Prime

designation for offerings
through Seller Fulfilled Prime
(SFP)

More efficient
fulfillment and
broader reach

Strengthened
product reviews &
ratings

Brand Overview
Adam Rodgers

Chief Growth Officer
“Deliver Today, Create Tomorrow”
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Multiple Strategies to Sustain Near-term Growth
Near-term
Growth Drivers

Robust Pipeline
for Brands

Multi-Marketplace
Expansion

Mid-Term
Growth Drivers

D2C-in-a-box

Data & Analytics
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Marketing & Media
Services

Majority & Minority
Brand Ownership

Strong Value Proposition to ALL Stakeholders
Large CPG

Digitally Native Brands

…and more!
 One-stop eCommerce channel with
five star customer experience that
delivers on brand equity promise
 CPGs’s often lack DNA to support
direct to consumer selling

…and more!

Distributors

…and more!

Online Marketplaces

Consumers

…and powering brands’ directto-consumer channels

 Access to leading online

 Access to leading online
marketplaces

 Expanded product coverage and
consumer traffic to marketplace

 Wide range of products at attractive

 Differentiated marketing

 Best-in-class support and services
informed by 10+ years of data

 Access to Packable‘s brand partners

 On-time & quality delivery

 High-margin commissions without
reliance on use of logistics capacity

 Portfolio of unique mission-driven

 Excellent customer service and
customer management

 Excellent customer service

marketplaces

capabilities to grow brand equity
and awareness

 Test-and-learn capabilities to
improve product offering

 Comprehensive fulfillment

 Improved buying power with
suppliers resulting from increased
online sales

 Unified 1P / 3P strategy

 Potential for minority stakes to align

 Feeder to Large CPGs

capabilities
incentives
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prices

and founder led brands

 Expanded CPG assortment

Growth Driven Through Deeper / Expanded Brand Partnerships

Large CPG

Strategy

2022E % Growth

2020A Net Revenue
Retention

Product Revenue Mix
Digitally Native Brands
18%

Increase presence within existing
large brand partnerships and win new
ones

174%

72%

2020A

CPG
53%

Digitally Native

Distributor
29%

Partner with independent Digitally
Native Brands

172%

126%

Distributors

Digitally Native Brands
33%
CPG
50%

Distributor partnerships are gateways
to new independent brand
partnerships

108%

10%

2022E

Distributor
17%

Strong Partnerships With 300+ Total Brands, Both Large Blue-chip CPGs and Digitally Native Brands
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CPG Growth Delivered Through Strategic Relationships
Establish Initial Partnership

Land & Expand Portfolio & Services

 Packable leadership has existing CPG C-Suite

 Establish 1P + 3P + Packable Joint Business

connections and networks

Plan (JBP’s) to guarantee Executional
Excellence

 Build engagement with Head of eCommerce to

 Integrated brand management teams to deepen

link 1P & 3P go-to-market / investment strategy

brand insights and expertise

 Partner cross functionally with Marketing, Go To
Market, & Supply teams to maximize impact and

 Expand into early stage CPG innovation

efficiencies of resources

 Expand geographical reach of Global / Ethnic

 Share & leverage marketplace insights

regionally strong brands

 Exclusive / authorized seller agreements that
enables incremental marketplace tools
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Clear Roadmap to Continue to Win With Large CPGs
Sample Large CPGs Onboarded

Multiple Avenues for Accelerated Growth

Prior to
2019

Expand
portfolio within
existing CPGs

New Health
and Beauty
CPGs

2019

Increased
productivity
from existing
portfolio

2020

CPGs in new
categories
NEW
GROWTH

2021
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Customer Case Study: Scale CPG Partners to >30% eCommerce Penetration
The challenge:
Packable Revenue ($mm)

70
$63

A Large CPG was seeking a strategic partner to
exponentially increase its Amazon presence
while protecting brand equity and improving
consumer experience

60

*

Our formula for LTV :

Example of Available Growth

50

Expand Portfolio
within Existing
CPGs

40

30

 Unique Views: Utilization of Amazon, Google

and affiliate marketing tools

New CPG forecast at
approximately $16mm over
6 months, with Packable
only at <5% of eCommerce
penetration

 Conversion: Optimize and improve consumer

experience with AI SEO tools

 Average Order Value: Generated 50% of

$29

revenue from new to market packs and value
bundles step changing AOV
Packable IQ

$19

20

 Repeat Rate: Portfolio registered in Subscribe

& Save and Packable Sampling Program

10

0

 Prime Eligibility: 100% of the catalog available

$7

for 2-day shipping nationwide

$2

$1

2016

2015

PRE- PARTNERSHIP

2017

2018

2019

POST- PARTNERSHIP

2020

 Multiple Marketplaces: Scale demand across

multiple consumer entry points

 Account Management: A team of experts

analyzing sales, inventory, and marketing data

*LTV -> Lifetime Value
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Packable Creates an Ecosystem of Compounding Advantages
Increased
Demand

Compounding effect through feedback
of customer data reinforcing data
driven decision making

Better
Shopping
Experience

IQ

Curated &
Personalized
Merchandising

Wider Selection
of SKUs from New
and Existing Brands
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Broader
Data Insights

As insights deepen, brands sell more
volume and expand SKU offerings,
leading to increased customer
experience and sales

Strong Foundation of AMAZING Digitally Native Brand Partners
Portfolio Includes: 33 Female Founders & 15 Diverse Founders

…and many more!
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Successful Digitally Native Brand (DNB) Strategy

Data Advantage

Superior Margin

 Real time insights to understand and predict consumer purchase behavior
 Agility to detect and shift responses to those SKUs that will be most successful
 Selective onboarding to partner with market and category winners

 DNB

efficient inventory management and one stop solutions for ALL marketplaces

 Packable

DNB’s have structurally higher gross margins than many CPG brands

 Packable

DNB’s have greater utilization of Packable IQ incremental services

 Insight into DNB economics enables calculated equity investments

Equity Stakes

 Packable able to invest marketing assets to instantly accelerate flywheel
 Packable provides mentorship and deeper partnership for full go-to-market strategy
 Provides incremental value upside over time

Digitally Native Brands are Best Positioned to Capitalize on Shifts in Consumer Behavior, and Packable is
Best Positioned to Serve Digitally Native Brands
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Packable Digitally Native Brand (DNB) Investment Strategy
We Continue To Seek Strategic Investment Opportunities With Our Brand Partners By Using Our Data Driven Approach To
Determine Where Our Investment Can Help Supercharge DNB Brand And Business

Analytically-driven insights from
Packable IQ to help determine the following
criteria for our brand acquisition strategy:

We aim to leverage our
longstanding industry
relationships to further
support our brand partners
through their growth stages
including:

 New and high-growth consumer categories
 Large untapped market opportunities
 Synergies within current operating structures
 Opportunities for increased channel distribution

Operations

 Strong founders with mission-oriented brands
 Brands with impressive consumer reviews and
20+ Brands x $5.6mm Invested

significant Brand Equity Investment (BEI)
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Industry Retail(er)
Contacts

Customer Case Study: International Digitally Native Brand
(DNB) Seeking Entry into U.S.
The Challenge:

Outcome:

Ethique, a New Zealand brand, was seeking a partner to help
enter the U.S. market and sell on Amazon

Packable introduced Ethique to big-box retailers through its
extensive network and successfully launched it in Target

Packable's Value Proposition

US Revenue Growth through
Packable

Equity Investment
 Cash investment for minority equity stake in 2018

$5.9mm

Dedicated Labor

160x +
revenue
growth

 Estimated 150 hours of creative/marketing for initial launch
 Estimated 1,650 additional hours to launch new products, analyze

market data and devise/execute marketing plan

Strategic Guidance – Devised plan for growth via:

$36k

 Targeted sampling and increasing SKU offerings
 Collaboration on creating new products/line extensions

2017

 Launched D2C website
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2020

Product & Supply Chain

Chris Pfeiffer

Chief Operating Officer
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Welcome to Packable

43

Operations & Logistics
The Lifeline of Packable

~130
Suppliers

We Serve the

USA, Canada, & UK

7

1 Represents
2 12

33,000+

~20mm

900+

~800,000

Products Offered in Catalog

Warehouse Employees

24-hour

Shipments go
out 7 Days
Each Week

a twelve month period from November 2020 to October 2021
months as of June 30, 2021

Warehouse
Operations
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Shipments Annually1

Sq ft of Automated Warehouse &
Expanding

<1%

Return Rate2

Logistics Platform Designed for Scale
Dynamic box sizing based on package contents

National Scale & Reach
•

Guaranteed 2-day shipping1 across the continental U.S.

•

33k+ SKUs and avg. 40k orders2 fulfilled and shipped per day

Fulfillment Automation for Turn-key Operations
•

Automation platform supports a diverse set of categories

•

Marketplace and brand-level customization

•

Unique solutions for bundling, kitting and multipack capabilities

Differentiated Distribution Capabilities
•

Amazon Seller Fulfilled Prime Badge

•

Broad range of services from package delivery partners

1 Subject
2 Daily

to certain exceptions and exclusions (e.g., hazmat products)
average over the 12-month period ending July 14, 2021, exclusively for self-fulfilled orders

One box
Infinite sizes
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We Promote Sustainability For Us And For Our Brand Partners

Case Study

Efficient Packaging Technology

“Care for your skin, hair and the planet…”

Lowers shipping carbon footprint

Ethique is one of Packable’s best partners, with a
strong sustainability mission

Eco-Friendly Packaging
Sustainability goals for our Brands
Our products are
100% plastic free

We are proudly
climate positive

We proudly have one
tree planted for every
online order

Plastic free
shipping

Packable supports Ethique’s consumer promise

Smart Packaging and Digital Printing
Reduce supply-chain waste

 No plastic dunnage
 No bubble wrap
 No packing slips with unnecessary paper

Low-Emission Transportation

 Customized FBA assortment with single packs only (since
Amazon requires poly-bagging for multipacks)

Zero-emission and near-zero emission trucks

 Consolidate multi-line orders into single shipments to
reduce number of packages shipped
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Technology And Network Enhancements Driving Margin Improvements
• 18pp of margin improvement
Pricing

Ordering

Technology

• New distribution centers (CA and TX) with automation
• Population coverage: 46% Next-day, 92% 2-day ground
• Collaboration with Amazon for network expansion

Packable IQ

Integrated
Planning

Fulfillment
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Upcoming Customer Experience And Operating Efficiency Initiatives

Conscious Consumer
Ideology

• Sustainable packaging
• On-demand printing

Automation &
Robotics

Consumer Experience &
Personalization

• Personalized packages with
Digital Printing
• Virtual bundling

Supply Chain Tech &
Analytics

• i-pack & Packing automation

• Packable IQ

• Autonomous technology -

• Order Management &

GTP, auto-baggers

Warehouse Management
system upgrades
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Q&A / Break
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Information Technology &
Data Solutions

Ash Mehra

Chief Information Officer
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PACKABLE IQ Powers, And Is Powered by Our Technology

Our proprietary
eCommerce platform

COMMERCE
ENGINE
Platform that drives our
multi-channel eCommerce
ecosystem

DATA
ENGINE
Proprietary data fuels
everything we do
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MARKETING
ENGINE
Algorithmic media &
marketing fueled by
proprietary data and tech

The Magic Is In The Data We Have

75mm+ of Customer Transactions
Our proprietary
eCommerce platform

COMMERCE
ENGINE
Platform that drives our
multi-channel
eCommerce ecosystem

DATA
ENGINE

MARKETING
ENGINE

Proprietary data fuels
everything we do

Algorithmic media &
marketing fueled by
proprietary data and tech

10 years+ of Pricing Data

1.3bn+ of Marketplace Listing Events

(sales rankings, fulfillment methods and price)
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PACKABLE IQ: Driving the Business

Marketplace Strategy

Brand Sampling

Consumer Sentiment
Tracking

Shipping
Efficiencies

PACKABLE IQ
Our proprietary platform for
data-driven eCommerce growth

Brand Health
Tracking

Manufacturing
Optimizations

Category
Expansion

Promotional
Campaigns

Assortment
Selection

Creative
Optimization

Marketing
Campaign
Generation

AI Pricing
Algorithms

Multipack Creation

Inventory
Demand
Planning

AI
Profitability
Optimizations

Shipping Box
Optimization

Brand
Investments

Audience
Science

MARKETPLACE

PRODUCT & SUPPLY CHAIN

BRAND MANAGEMENT

MARKETING
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Best-in-Class, Tech-Enabled Platform

The “Brain”

The “Scanner”

Acts as the nexus for information
to and from multiple vendors,
sales channels, and shipping
carriers

Delivers streamlined fulfillment,
fast order processing, real-time
reporting and superior customer
service

 Pricing algorithms
 Real time access
 Custom fulfillment
software that optimizes
shipping costs
 Product creation and
listing
 Ordering

Commerce
Engine
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 Multi-SKU pairing
software
 Individually Targeted
sampling
 Foreign UPC detection

We Have a Strong Enterprise Risk Management Program

IDENTIFY

PROTECT

DETECT &
RESPOND

RECOVER

 Governance (NIST)

 Identity Management

 Security Analytics

 Disaster Recovery

 Vulnerability Management

 Endpoint Protection

 Anomaly Detection

 Improvement Lifecycle

 Penetration Testing

 Awareness and Training

 Continuous Monitoring

 Change Management

 Asset Management

 Intrusion Detection

 Threat Hunting

 24 Hour Protection

 Data Loss Prevention

 Incident Response
Planning

 Threat Modeling
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PRIVACY &
COMPLIANCE
 Data Privacy &
Compliance
 Cyber Security
 SAP
 High Jump WMS
 IT Compliance

Our Tech & Data Offer a Strong Competitive Advantage
PACKABLE IQ
Our proprietary
eCommerce platform

COMMERCE
ENGINE
Platform that drives
our multi-channel
eCommerce
ecosystem

DATA
ENGINE

Proprietary data
fuels everything we
do

MARKETING
ENGINE
Algorithmic media &
marketing fueled by
proprietary data and
tech

 Our Commerce Engine allows us to frictionlessly grow our business through multiple channels, Brands & SKUs
 Our Data advantage is substantial and becoming bigger
 Packable IQ allows us to scale AI & machine learning to power our business
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Growth Opportunities

Andrew Vagenas

Chief Executive Officer

Daniel Bennett

Chief Marketing Officer
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Multiple Strategies to Sustain Mid-term Growth
Near-term
Growth Drivers

Robust Pipeline
for Brands

Multi-Marketplace
Expansion

Mid-term Growth
Drivers

D2C-in-a-box

Data & Analytics
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Marketing & Media
Services

Majority & Minority
Brand Ownership

PACKABLE IQ: Driving the Business

Marketplace Strategy

Brand Sampling

Consumer Sentiment
Tracking

Shipping
Efficiencies

Category
Expansion

Data
Insights
Assortment
Selection

PACKABLE IQ
Our proprietary platform for
data-driven eCommerce growth

Brand Health
Tracking

Promotional
Campaigns

Manufacturing
Optimizations

Creative
Optimization
Proprietary
Media
Marketing
Campaign
Generation

AI Pricing
Algorithms

Multipack Creation

Inventory
Demand
Planning

AI
Profitability
Optimizations

Shipping Box
Optimization

Brand
Investments

Audience
Science

MARKETPLACE

PRODUCT &
SUPPLY CHAIN

BRAND
MANAGEMENT

MARKETING
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Full
Service
D2C

SERVICE
OFFERINGS

Unpacking D2C-in-a-Box
 Full-funnel marketing
 Social commerce
 CRM

 Catalog, inventory and digital content
setup

Marketing
 Data-driven & personalized solutions

 UX/UI, site merchandising

 Maximum data security

Technology &
Consumer
Experience

Analytics
D2C IN A BOX
ENABLING
OMNICHANNEL
EXPERIENCE

 Auto-stock levels across all
channels

 Merchant of record processing

 Optimized shipment costs
 Subscriptions, bundles, multipacks
 Customized, eco-friendly
packaging

 KPI analysis

 Privacy standards
Fulfillment &
Logistics

 Order management

Payments &
Regulatory

Orders &
Customer
Service
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 Chargebacks and reconciliation

 Communication & support
 Rating & review
management

 Cross sales channel
customer

 Taxes and tariffs

Packable Already Powers Several D2C Sites
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Packable Media Group
Increased traffic - Spend efficiencies - Accelerated conversion - LTV

Turning Data into Insights


Consumer behavior and understanding



Channel consumption



Emerging trend identification

Media &
Performance
Marketing

Audience
Science

Powering the Sales Flywheel


Capitalizing on substantial growth in retail
advertising opportunities



Using a constantly evolving machine
learning platform to drive an outsized
return on spend across marketplaces

Marketing
Engine
Visual Commerce

Creation and Optimization


Conversion focused design practices that scale across channel



Emerging channel adaptation and innovation
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Powering the Consumer Journey Flywheel
We partner with both trade and marketing to strategically drive conversion

PACKABLE IQ
Audience creation, personalization, tailored messaging, attribution, re-targeting, measuring effectiveness

AWARENESS
LEAD GENERATION

INTEREST, CONSIDERATION
LEAD DEVELOPMENT

INTENT
LEAD DELIVERY

CONVERSION &
FULFILLMENT
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SERVICE

LOYALTY
REPEAT $

ADVOCACY
BRAND LOVE

People and Culture

Leanna Bautista
Chief People Officer
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Culture and Values
Our Company Values
Do better every day
We're improving all the time
by being curious and
humble. As we work towards
the future, we're constantly
learning, developing and
growing – as individuals and
as a team.

Make it happen
We take on ambitious
challenges and we deliver,
every time. Our resilience
helps us thrive in the face of
adversity – and it helps us
always get it done.

Back the pack
We care about each other and
build strong relationships. We
have each other's backs and
value everyone for who they
are – and we don't forget to
have fun.

Be all-in
We treat the business like
we own it and are in it for the
long haul. We're passionate
and committed about what
we do – and we leave
everything out on the field.

Bringing Our Values to Life

4.6

out of 5 stars on

Work Environment
Office Perks
Fun & Engaging Activities
Hybrid Return To Office

Communications
Regular Employee Communication
Purposeful Leadership Messaging

Recognition
Employee Appreciation Week
Team Awards

Giving Back
Charitable Donations
Philanthropy Events
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Learning
On-demand Resources
Lunch & Learns
On-the-job Development
People Process
Interview Guides
Annual Performance
Engagement & Culture Survey

Hearing From Our Employees
“I feel respected by my coworkers since I started to work
with Packable. They make me feel part of something. I
receive help whenever I ask for it”.

“I enjoy working with Packable because it
offers growth opportunities regardless of who
you are.”

Edward Senya, MHE Operator/ Islandia
3 years at Packable

Ruth Parada, MHE Operator/Ronkonkoma
2 years at Packable

“I’m able to learn and adapt everyday and be a
sponge to learn from the people I work with. They
have genuinely helped me to get to where I am
today from a personal and career perspective.”

“Packable tries it best to show its employees how much
they appreciate them by small details such as weekly
breakfasts and massage chairs.”
William Hernandez, Ops Lead/Islandia
2 years at Packable

Joe DeRuvo, Sr. Manager of New Business
3 years at Packable

“I’m expected to step outside my comfort zone.
Here, I can be confident to bring new ideas,
challenge, and drive change and I can see the
impact of my work.”

“When I first started working here, the founders
would check in on me to see if I was happy and
enjoying my job. The fact that they still do that
despite the growth of the company, is simply
amazing.”

Setareh Salamat, Specialist, Talent Acquisition
1 year at Packable

Maria Tsiatis, Sr. Director of Marketplace
4 years at Packable
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Visionary, Founder-led Management Team

Andrew Vagenas

Co-Founder & Chief
Executive Officer

Chris Pfeiffer

Chief Operating Officer

Andreas Schulmeyer
Chief Financial Officer

Chief People Officer

Head of Capital Markets

Chief Marketing Officer

Chief Growth Officer

Maria Harris

Ash Mehra

Brad Tramunti

Adam Berkowitz

Justin Blanding

Merri Ghazaryan

James Mastronardi

Chris Tulumba

Rakesh Desai

Chief Legal Officer

Chief Information Officer

Co-Founder & Chief
Marketplaces Officer

Ian Cohen

Caressa Foreman

Manny Hernandez

General Counsel

VP, Fulfillment Ops

VP Head of Media &
Performance Marketing

Leanna Bautista

Chief Commercial Officer

Chelsey Alexander

VP, CPG Brand Growth
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Danny Moses

Chief Technology Officer

Rishu Thukral

VP of Integrated Supply
Chain, Strategic Initiative

Dan Bennett

VP, Marketplaces

VP, Technology &
Information Security

Adam Rodgers

VP, Finance

VP, Enterprise
Applications

Directors, Advisors and Investors

Charlene Lim

Jay Sammons

SVP, Legal, eCommerce,
VMS, & Greater China

Managing Director, Head of Global
Consumer, Media, & Retail

Arjun Purkayastha

Carrie Williams

Senior Vice President,
eCommerce, Digital & Ventures

Partner

Sunny Nastase

President, Enterprise
Accounts (retired)

Yue Bonnet
Principal

Note: Does not reflect full board
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Daniel Myers

Former EVP & Chief Supply Chain
Officer

Scott Emerson

Ian Friedman

Founder & CEO

CEO

Sergio Pupkin

Chief Growth & Strategy
Officer

Dan Nova

Chief Investment Officer

Legal & Regulatory

Maria Harris

Chief Legal Officer

Ian Cohen

General Counsel
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General Company Legal Updates

 No material litigation
 Secure permits and licenses where required

Legal and Regulatory Compliance
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Q&A
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Financial Overview

Andreas Schulmeyer
Chief Financial Officer
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Packable Snapshot

#1

3rd party (3P) seller on Amazon in
North America1

147%

100%

2020A net revenue retention

Large CPG brand logo retention

300+

75mm+

8

Partner Brands

consumer transactions

marketplaces

2mm+

458K
sq. ft. 20+
of warehouse

36% / 43%

reviews across
marketplaces

space & expanding
brand equity stakes

~$380M
2020A sales

Note: All metrics as of 7/1/2021 unless otherwise stated.
1 Amazon sourced from Webretailer for Pharmapacks (seller of record), measured by number of reviews.
2 Rule of 40 calculation based on revenue growth % + Adj. EBITDA margin %.
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Rule of 402: 2020A / 2022E

Recap of Packable Growth Pillars
Near-term
Growth Drivers

Robust Pipeline
for Brands

Multi-Marketplace
Expansion

Mid-Term
Growth Drivers

D2C-in-a-box

Data & Analytics
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Marketing & Media
Services

Majority & Minority
Brand Ownership

Our Business Model
Build Up of Packable Revenue
Total Transactions

Average Order Value
Product Revenue
Includes D2C product sales

Fees for distinct value-added services provided to third parties
Service Revenue
Monthly revenue billed and earned as the agreed upon services are delivered
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We Expect to Maintain Strong Revenue Growth
$mm

Historical and forecasted revenue growth driven
by:

$1,335

 New partnerships with Large CPGs and Digitally
Native Brands

$1,028

 Deeper relationships with non-Amazon
marketplaces driving incremental revenue (e.g.
Walmart, Target, and Kroger)

$707

$373
$202

FY18A

$456

 Expansion into service offerings, leveraging
Packable IQ, enabling recurring, non-product
revenue

$246

FY19A

FY20A

FY21E

 Strong same brand performance provides basis for
ongoing revenue growth

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E
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Durable Top-line Performance Through COVID-19
Historical and COVID-19 Pro Forma Growth

52%

1

2019-2020 Revenue Growth
Quarterly YoY Growth
1

2



Revenue growth accelerated pre COVID as investments were
made to alleviate historical capacity constraints



COVID-19 was an accelerant, particularly benefiting Q2 ‘20, seen
as a long-term paradigm shift towards eCommerce



During 1H’21, industry-wide supply chain constraints and
warehouse management system transition, together, resulted in
significant inventory out of stock, purchase order delays, and
delays in onboarding new customers
Actual YoY growth for Q1’21, Q2’21 and Q3’21 was 11%, -2% and
18%, respectively.
Adjusting for lost revenue from out-of-stocks, we estimate Q1, Q2
and Q3 2021 YoY growth would have been approximately 47%,
34% and 38%, respectively
 These growth rates are in comparison to a “COVID
strong” 2020
Estimated YoY growth for Q4’21 is 56%
Using a 2-year revenue CAGR basis, Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4E ‘21
growth of 31%, 26%, 29%, and 50%, respectively

2

3
Actual / Estimate & Pro Forma

88%1

COVID-19

3

62%
54%
42%

44%

47%1
34%1

32%



38%1



11%
Q4 '19

Q1 '20

Q2 '20

Q3 '20

Q4 '20

2-yr Actual / Estimate CAGR:
1

-2%

18%

56%

Q1 '21

Q2 '21

Q3 '21

Q4 '21E

31%

26%

29%

50%

Growth adjusted for normalized out-of-stock rates.
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Maintaining Revenue Forecast for 2021 Despite Ongoing Supply
Chain Challenges
Amazon FBA Utilization
99%

Missed Sales Opportunity ($mm)

100%

$32

88%

$33

$33

68%
55%
31%
May-21

Jun-21

Jul-21

Aug-21

Sep-21

$18

Oct-21

In Stock Rate (Top 6,000 SKUs)
76%

75%

72%

70%

Q1 2021

Q1 2021

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

Q4 2021
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Q2 2021

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Seasonality Driven by Consumer Demand and Implementation of Initiatives
Historical and Forecasted Quarterly Seasonality ($mm)

Annual Revenue

YoY Growth
Actual/Forecast

11%

(2)%

18%

56%

22%

Pro Forma

47%

34%

38%

88%

53%
$572

$197

$116

$33
$164

$132
$32
$90

$100

$120

$123
$33

$91

$18
$87

$102

$90

Q1

Q2
2020 Actual

Q3
2021 Actual

$105

2021 Forecast
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Q4
Missed Sales Opportunity

$373

$456

Unpacking 2022 Revenue Growth
1

Existing Brand Performance for 2022E ($mm)

1

 Maintaining Q4 ‘21 run rate growth post implementation of key
initiatives:

37% Growth
$456

$626

$45

$125

 2022 existing business growth based on two key elements of our plan:

 Improving Amazon FBA fill rates
 Completed integration with Walmart marketplace
 Rollout of Kroger and Target marketplaces
 Organic growth of sales channels

'21 Basis

Q4 Run Rate

'22 Brand Growth

Existing Brands

2
 10% growth from partners onboarded in 2021

2022E Total Revenue Growth
37%

Growth from
Existing Brands

1

10%

5%

3%

55%

3

 5% growth from new brands onboarded in 2022
 H2’ 21 new brand rollouts largely delayed into 2022, underpinning key
assumptions in growth forecast

Growth from
2021 New
Contracted
Partners

Growth from
2022 New
Partner Pipeline

2

3

Growth from
Services

2022E Revenue
Growth

4

 Initial launch of revenue generating services
 D2C offerings for brands
 Monetization of data services

4
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Historical and Forecasted Gross Profit Overview
$mm

49%
47%
46%

46%

45%

47%
$651

44%

Historical Margin Drivers :
 Movement to higher margin Large CPG / Digitally Native
Brands and away from lower margin distributor products
Future Margin Drivers:

$484



 Continued sales mix shift to Large CPG and Digitally
Native Brands, away from distributors

$324

$89

FY18A

$177

$207

FY20A

FY21E

 Continued increases in AOV driven by pack size
optimization and greater mix shift towards Digitally Native
Brands

$112

FY19A

Gross Profit

‘Fund down tool’ incorporated into brand JBPs

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E

% of total revenue
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Gross Profit Margins Slightly Ahead of Plan Through Q3’21
Gross Profit ($mm)

$74

$207

Q3 YTD

Q4 2021E

2021
2021 Forecast
Forcast

46%

45%

45%

$133

Gross Profit
Margin

2021 Forecast

2021 Actual
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National Footprint and Leverage of FBA / WFS Reducing Sales &
Distribution Expenses by 18 Percentage Points
Sales & Distribution Expense % of Revenue

44%

2018A

48%

50%

52%

California
Fulfillment
Center Opens
Q2’22

Texas Fulfillment
Center Opens

42%

2019A

2020A

2021E

2022E

Cost reduction confirmed by 3rd party analysis
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36%

34%

2023E

2024E

Expanding Our National Footprint in 2022/2023
•

New distribution centers (CA
and TX)Chain
with automation
for SFP and FBA
Supply
and Network

•

~800k sq. ft of incremental warehousing

•

Next-day ground coverage for ~46%; 2-day ground coverage for ~92%
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Expanded FC Footprint Reduces Usage of Airfreight from 15% to 2%
2021E

2024E

Ground / 3rd Party Fulfillment (~85% of shipments)

Ground / 3rd Party Fulfillment (~98% of shipments)

100%

54%

100%
27%

AOV

Product COGS Shipping Cost

20%
14%

Commissions

5%

Contribution
Margin to Cover
Fixed Costs

AOV

Air Freight (~15% of shipments)

16%

Commissions

Contribution
Margin to Cover
Fixed Costs

50%

54%
34%

49%
14%

AOV

Product COGS Shipping Cost

14%

Air Freight (~2% of shipments)
100%

100%

50%

Product COGS Shipping Cost

Commissions

14%

(17%)

Contribution
Margin to Cover
Fixed Costs

AOV

Blended contribution margins to cover fixed costs: 2%

Product COGS Shipping Cost

Commissions

2%

Contribution
Margin to Cover
Fixed Costs

Blended contribution margins to cover fixed costs: 16%
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Heavy Investment In Fulfillment Centers, Technology And Capabilities in
2021 – 2023 to Support Rapid Growth
Warehouse and G&A Expense % of Revenue

 Technology
 Leadership

COVID Hazard
Pay



California
Fulfillment
Center Ramp Up

Team
Public
Company
Readiness

Texas
Fulfillment
Center Ramp Up

22%

12%

12%

2018A

2019A

16%

13%

2020A

12%

2021E
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2022E

2023E

10%

2024E

Technical Modeling Guidance
COGS

 Cost of goods sold is comprised of the costs of merchandise sold, as well as the related inbound freight costs and labor directly attributable to
bringing certain goods to a saleable condition

Selling & Distribution
Expenses

 Selling & distribution expenses represent expenses incurred shipping product to customers, including costs attributable to payment processing
and related transaction costs, customer service centers responding to inquiries from customers, net advertising expenses and expenses for
employees involved in brand management and marketing

Warehousing
Expenses

General &
Administrative
Expenses

Interest Expense

Share Capital

 Warehousing expenses consist of costs attributable to buying, receiving, inspecting and warehousing inventories, picking, packaging and
preparing customer orders for shipment
 Rent for warehouses and depreciation of warehouse equipment
 G&A expenses consist of payroll and related expenses for employees involved in technology as well as general corporate functions, including
accounting, finance, tax, legal and human resources
 Costs associated with use by these functions, such as depreciation expense and rent relating to facilities and equipment; professional fees and
other general corporate costs; share-based compensation
 Interest expense, net consists primarily of interest payable on borrowings under our ABL Credit Facility and recently issued convertible notes


Interest expense expected to increase in the future in connection with the September 2021 convertible notes and any additional borrowings
under the August 2021 expansion of the ABL Credit Facility

 Assuming no redemptions, anticipate ~195mm total common stock in New Packable (on a fully diluted basis)


~2mm Deferred Founder Shares of Highland Transcend and Earn-out consideration comprising of 12mm Class A Restricted Stock Rights
and Class B Restricted Stock Rights of New Packable have been classified within equity
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Model Summary
($mm)

2018A

2019A

2020A

2021E

2022E

2023E

2024E

Revenue

$202

$246

$373

$456

$707

$1,028

$1,335

22%

52%

22%

55%

45%

30%

$89

$112

$177

$207

$324

$484

$651

44%

46%

47%

45%

46%

47%

49%
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117

188

237

298

370

459

44%

48%

50%

52%

42%

36%

34%

24

30

49

99

115

122

133

12%

12%

13%

22%

16%

12%

10%

($23)

($35)

($61)

($129)

($89)

($7)

$58

% Margin

(11%)

(14%)

(16%)

(28%)

(13%)

(1%)

4%

Adj. EBITDA

($21)

($33)

($59)

($123)

($85)

$1

$68

% Margin

(10%)

(13%)

(16%)

(27%)

(12%)

0%

5%

% YoY Growth

Total Gross Profit
% Margin

Selling and Distribution Expense
% Revenue
Warehouse and G&A Expense
% Revenue
Operating Income/(Loss)
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Long Term
Targets

~51% - 52%

~34% - 35%

~6%

~14-16%
including
services and
brand M&A

~10% - 12%

Packable Business Model Opportunities Underlie our Plans

COMMERCE
ENGINE

PACKABLE
PACKABLE
IQ
DATA
ENGINE

Near-term
Growth
Drivers

Robust Pipeline
for Brands

Multi-Marketplace
Expansion

MARKETIN
MARKETING
G
ENGINE
ENGINE

Mid-Term
Growth
Drivers

D2C-in-a-box

Data & Analytics
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Marketing &
Media Services

Majority & Minority
Brand Ownership

Appendix
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KPI Summary
($mm, except AOV)

Total Transactions

% Growth

Average Order Value

% Growth

’18A – ’20A ’21E – ’24E
CAGR
CAGR

2018A

2019A

2020A

2021E

2022E

2023E

2024E

11

13

19

22

29

38

47

32 %

30 %

-

21 %

45 %

13 %

34 %

29 %

26 %

-

-

$19

$19

$20

$21

$24

$26

$26

3%

8%

-

0%

5%

5%

12 %

8%

3%

-

-
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Adjusted EBITDA Reconciliation
2018A

2019A

2020A

$(26.8)

$(39.3)

$(113.9)

Interest

3.8

4.5

16.2

Depreciation and Amortization

1.3

1.5

2.0

Share Based Compensation

0.4

0.2

0.4

Taxes

-

0.1

0.0

Loss on Extinguishment of Debt

-

-

2.7

Loss on Charge in Fair Value of Debt and Warrant Liability

-

-

33.8

Transaction-Related Costs

-

-

-

Adjusted EBITDA

$(21.3)

$(33.1)

$(58.8)

Revenue

$ 202.2

$ 246.3

$ 373.3

Net Margin

(13.2)%

(16.0)%

(30.5)%

Adj. EBITDA Margin

(10.5)%

(13.4)%

(15.8)%

Net Loss
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KPI Definitions
Revenue

 Revenue is generated from the sale and shipment of products, which include health and beauty, hair care, nutrition, household, OTC medicines
and medical, as well as other categories such as baby and children, food, beverage, and pet predominately through internet-based sales


Products are sold through a variety of third-party marketplace partners, brand partner D2C sites and our own websites. Revenue is net of
sales returns and allowances and sales tax

Gross Profit and
Gross Profit Margin

 Gross Profit and Gross Profit Margin are used to understand both increases and decreases in revenues and cost of goods sold. As revenue is a
key metric, tracking it in comparison to the cost of goods sale is important for understanding costs relative to revenues

Adj. EBITDA and Adj.
EBITDA Margin

 Adjusted EBITDA is net income (loss), adjusted for interest expense, depreciation and amortization, share-based compensation, income taxes,
gain or loss on extinguishment of debt, gain or loss on change in fair value of debt and warrant liability, certain other non-cash items, as well as
other items to be consistent with definitions used by our current and future lenders, including transaction costs

Total Transactions

Average Order Value
(“AOV”)

Free Cash Flow

 Total Transactions are the sum of all orders placed by customers for our products and is calculated gross, excluding returns

 AOV is the total product order value net of discounts for the respective time-period divided by the Total Transactions processed during the same
period

 Free Cash Flow is net cash provided by (used in) operating activities less purchases of property and equipment
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Glossary
Digitally Native
Brands

 A brand that primarily focuses on eCommerce channels such that most or all its sales to end consumers are generated and occur online, or that
we do no otherwise identify as Large CPG

Distributors

 Enterprises that buy consumer brands and sell them wholesale business-to-business

Large CPGs

 Established consumer packaged goods companies

Online Marketplaces

Net Revenue
Retention (NRR)

Rule of 40

 Bring together buyers and sellers in a single online ecosystem to purchase and transact goods and services

 Our net revenue retention rate compares the revenue from a cohort of our brands in a period to the same period in the prior year. To calculate
the net revenue retention rate for a period, we first identify our brand cohort in the equivalent prior year period. Net revenue retention rate for a
period is the quotient obtained by dividing the aggregate revenue generated from each brand in that cohort for each month in which we
generated revenue from such brand in the same month of the prior year by the total revenue generated from that same cohort in the
corresponding prior year period

 Revenue growth % + Adj. EBITDA margin %
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Organizational Chart

Packable Holdings, LLC
formerly known as Entourage Commerce, LLC

100%

100%

Pharmapacks, LLC

Packable Media, LLC

 Seller of record of our

 New entity that will

products on
marketplaces and D2C
channels

formerly known as
1516 Media Group, LLC

100%
Packable Ventures, LLC

formerly known as
Pharmapacks Brand Holdings, LLC

 Holding company for our

brand ownership and
investing activities

service our brand
partners' advertising
and media needs
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100%
Greenpharm Ventures LLC

 Subsidiary we use to conduct

sales of CBD products
through greenpharm.com

